FY20 CDR Command Board
As of 20 November 2018
PYG 16 (1st Look) – 1110/7

Note: Only officers who have completed all elements of the Command Qualification IAW CNSP/CNSLINST 1412.2C will be considered for CO Afloat. Fully eligible, command-qualified officers are indicated using BOLD type. Officers that have not completed the Command Qualification will forego their first look for CDR Command.

ABRUTZ JOSEPH FRANCIS III
ALBAUGH KURT WILLIAM
ANDREWS TOY W
APPLEBAUGH JEFFREY LANE
APPLETON MATTHEW
ARMSTRONG ALYSSA BOW YEN
ARNDT MATTHEW DAVID
ASHLEY WILLIAM FRANCIS JR
ATHERTON GLENN ALAN
BALLINGER TAMMI LYNN
BARBER JAMES R III
BAXTER AMANDA B
BEAUCHENE CHARLES ADAM
BELL ANDREW THOMAS
BERNARD BENJAMIN JOSEPH
BEULIGMANN CHRISTOPHER MI
BICKEL GARY JOE
BLACKMAN MICHAEL CHRISTOPH
BLANCO MARC PEREZ
BLOECHER TYLER CHRISTIAN
BLOMBERG ERIC JOSEPH
BLOMBERG MARTIN JOSEPH
BOBBE SHANE ROSS
BOEHM CHRISTOPHER GREGORY
BOLDING LANDELL RICK E
BOND JAMES HENRY
BREWER THOMAS KEVIN
BROCK TIMOTHY BRIAN
BUCKLEY OMARI D
BURBA DANIEL PATRICK
BURDICK BETHANY ROSS
BURGI GABRIEL DENNIS
CALARASU MICHELLE CLAUDET
CAMPBELL ADAM ROSS
CANBY DANA SCOTT
CANDRILLI JOSEPH MICHAEL
CASTLE BRANDON S
CAVICCHI KEVIN P
CHASE JEREMIAH MARK

CHRISTIAN XAVIER M
CLARK TIMOTHY B
CLAY MICAH WILLIAM
CLEA KATIOUSKA LABORDE
CORRELL LINDA MARIE
CUDDY CHARLES NICHOLAS
DANLEY CHRISTOPHER M
DATINGUINOO JASON E
DAVIS DARRIN DAVID
DAVIS EDWARD JAMES JR
DAVIS SEAN F
DEANGE LIS CHRISTOPHER K
DELGADONAZARIO MARCOS A
DENNIS CAMERON DAMAEN
DIETZEL MORGAN MICHELLE
DIPASQUALE JAMES A
DOWNES PETER J JR
DOZIER MEREDITH J
DRYDEN MATTHEW ERNEST
DUFFIELD ERIC WILLIAM
EARLS PATRICK J
EDWARDS SEAN ANTHONY
EICKELMANN ANGELA A
FAIRBANKS RONALD C
FARRELL MATTHEW GERARD
FLETTERICH GRAHAM D
FREEZE JOSHUA JOSEPH
FURTADO MATTHEW R
GACHETT TROY
GAINES GEOFFREY CLEMENS
GAULLINO PHILIP
GARDNER DAVID T
GARFIELD JASON MARK
GARRISON IAN THOMAS
GAUTHIER BRIAN KEITH
GILLET T PAUL A
GONZALEZ STEVEN
GORDON LISA COREEN
GREEN WILLIAM STEVEN

GRIGGS FORREST JAMES
GUERNSEY JUSTIN L
HATHORN BRENDON ALLEN
HEINZE ROBERT VERNON
HESSELL WILLIAM EMANUEL
HILL ADAM LLOYD
HIRSCH JONATHAN LEE
HOLBROOK JASON EDWARD
HOSTETLER JAMES DAVID
Houser JASON ALLEN
HUGHES MICHAEL C
HUMBERD CALEB JOHN
IVEY DOUGLAS A
JASIONOWSKI BRETT J
JOHNSON GEOFFREY NICHOLAS
JONES CHARLES P
JORDAN AARON KEITH
KELLER ROBERT EVAN
KELSO JEFFREY JOSEPH
KEMMITZ BRYAN M
KENDRIS ALEXANDER BRYAN
KENFIELD MATTHEW C
KIEFER PATRICK L
KNUTH MATTHEW T
KOHLBECK DANIEL M
LAIDLIER ANDREW L
LAMPING GAIL AUTUMN
LANGHAM RYAN CHARLES
LARSEN JAYSON CHRISTOPHER
LAW BRIAN C
LEE WRIGHT COREY KENNETH
LIU YILEI
LONG STEPHEN RUSSELL
LOTT ERIK NELSON
LUNDBERG PHILLIP O
LUSK KEN HOWARD
MACKAY RUSSELL JAMES
MALLIS JARED M
MARCELO STEPHANIE LEE
Note: Only officers who have completed all elements of the Command Qualification IAW CNSP/CNSLINST 1412.2C will be considered for CO Afloat. Fully eligible, command-qualified officers are indicated using BOLD type. Officers who have not completed the Command Qualification will be considered for XO Afloat and XO Special Mission but will forego their 2nd look for CO Afloat.

ANDERSON TRAVIS SMITH
ANTONUCCI KEVIN C
ARKY AARON SAMUEL
BARRS CHARLES S III
BEAR JOHN MICHAEL
BEARMAN BENJAMIN MICHAEL
BEAS CLAYTON CAESARE
BECKER JOHN P
BENTON CHRISTOPHER L
BERGLUND MARK A
BEZNOSKA BRENDA WALKER
BIRKELBACH RYAN L
BITTNER ZACHARY ADAM
BLAND CHRISTOPHER H
BLASY CHRISTIAN W
BLASZCZYK MARK A
BLAZEK CARL R
BOO THE BRETT A
BORSTELMANN JENNIFER LYNN
BOYDSTON EDWARD HATHAWAY
BRINKLEY WALTER RAYMOND J
BROADBENT JOSHUA LANE
BRYAN GRANT THOMAS
BUBULKA JOSEPH
BUCKLEY MICHAEL JOHN
BURGOS CHRISTIANA MARIE
Burr CLINTON FORREST
BURROWS STEVEN MICHAEL
CANNON GAYLON L
CANTU BENJAMIN R
CARROLL WILLIAM J
CARTER GRANT F
CARTER KEVIN J
CASTILLO MICHAEL ORLANDO
CHASE NATHANIEL JOEL
CHRISTENSEN ADAM K
CLEES MICHAEL R
CONNOR ERIN NICOLE
COOPER LIDA PARDOE
CRAFT KELLY N
CRAYTON FREDERICK D
CRUZMATOS EDWARD L
CZARNECKI LUCIAN J II
DAFFRON JOSHUA W
DAO JASON H
DEAN CONSTANCIA A
DEBAU MATTHEW B
DESCOVICH GREGORY LOUIS
DEWITT JAMES P
DIEFENDERFER GRAIG THOMAS
DOMINGUEZ MANUEL J
DRENNAN JAMES E
DUNN JARRETT P
ELLIOTT NICHOLAS D
ELLIOTT CARRICO ERIN LEIGH
ESHENOUR HENRY PAUL
ESPY FREDERICK K
EVERETT RIAN Q
FAIRLIE ROBERT SCOTT
FAREW CHARLES R III
FARRELL BILLIE JUNE
FLORES CHRISTOPHER DUMPIT
FURQAN RITARSHA YVONNE
GALLANT BRYAN M
GARROW PHILIP M
GETTY TOMMY J
GILESSUMMERS BRANDON RAFA
GIRE MICHELLE A
GOLSON JUSTIN LAMAR
GRAWUNDER ERICH E
GRZEBIN JEFFREY MICHAEL
GUTIERREZ CHRISTIAN XAVIE
HABERMAN SOPHIA M
HALL STACEY LYNNETE
HARKINS DANIEL WILLIAM JR
HARVEY NATHAN LAURENCE
HERRING BENJAMIN NAISBY
HISCOCK KYLE W
HOFMANN NICHOLAS A
HOLLINGSHEAD DANIEL KIRK
HOLTHAUS JOHN EMMETT
HUCHTON SCOTT TRAVIS
HUMPHRIES CHRISTINA LINEH
HURBAN MICHAEL ANTHONY
INFANTE ISAIABENETTE E
IRELAND ROBERT D
IRRGANG JAMES J JR
IWANCZUK MATTHEW J
JACKSON DOMINIQUE A
JACKSON MICHAEL
JOHNSON LAUREN MICHELLE
JOHNSON MATTHEW P JR
JOLLEY PHILLIP CHARLES
KALSTAD KRISTOFER WILLIAM
KAYLOR THERESA LESLIE
KERNS KRISTEN MARIE
KERSTING JOSHUA M
KHANNA SAMEER
KISSINGER LEANDRA NICHOLL
KNICKERBOCKER MICHAEL A
KRAMER DOMINIC J
KRISTENSON JOSHUA DANIEL
LABISSIERE CHRISTOPHER
LAMSON ANDREW ALLEN
LANE GEORGE ANTONY
LIVINGSTON CARNE M
LONG WILLIS M
LUFKIN RALPH PATRICK
MAHONEY DAVID D
MANN LUDWIG III
MCCLELLAN KEVIN KEITH
MCKAY JASON R
MEGNA FRANK FREDERICK
MESECHER KEVIN A
MORA CHIASSON JR
MORIARITY LAWRENCE ANTHONY
NEW JONATHAN D
NOLEN MACK T JR
PEREZ FELIX
PEREZ IGNACIO S
PESIK ROBERT I
PETERSON KORY STEVEN
PIRAMIDE RONALD M
Note: Only officers who have completed all elements of the Command Qualification IAW CNSP/CNSLINST 1412.2C will be considered for CO Afloat. Fully eligible, command-qualified officers are indicated using BOLD type. Officers that have not completed the Command Qualification will forego their third and final look for CDR Command.